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 This paper presents a new and practical method for the loss allocation in the 
deregulation systems. The restructured markets sell the electricity in two main 

categories; bilateral exchanges and pool based. In reference 1, the losses in bilateral 

market using game theory has been assigned to each player [1]. The method which is 

used in this paper investigates the loss allocation in both markets. The deregulated 

systems are not under control of one person but there are other players such as 

generators and loads at which every one of such players has to pay the cost for some 
parts of system loss. The method used in this paper is to be fair the loss allocation. This 

method is consisted of two different categories; one finding the losses and the other is 

loss allocation using Game Theory. To test this method, IEEE 14 buses system is put in 
use. This paper takes the allocation of losses in the hybrid market (Combined Pool / 

bilateral).  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Upon the deregulation practice in electricity market, many of its rules have changed. Such a change 

requires organizing and setting new rules by the ISO1 to maintain system stability, balance, economic operation 

and safety (Ahad Kazemi). A problem that would be revealed after restructuring is the loss allocation (Ahmad 

Rostamian,  et al., 2012). 

Importance of this problem would be clearer considering to the fact that the range of these losses is 

expressed at 4 to 8% of the total product in different references, for instance for Brazil where such losses cost 

only half of a billion dollars (Ahmad Rostamian,  et al., 2012). 

Different methods have been used to investigate the loss allocation, which here are the most important 

ones: 

 

 Pro Rata Method (Ahad Kazemi) 

 Proportional Sharing (Ahmad Rostamian,  et al., 2012) 

 Z-bus Method (Antonio J. et al., 2001). 

 Modified Z-bus Method (Clodomiro Unsihuay) 

 Marginal Allocation Method  

 

This method uses ITL coefficients for the loss allocation in which the coefficients are equal to the change 

of the entire losses made by change of power injection to a specific bus (Belati, E.A., G.R.M. da Costa, 2008). In 

this paper the Game theory is used for loss allocation in pool / bilateral market. Although Game Theory does not 

have a long term history in science, due to its high capability and applicability, the use of this theory is 

increasing in different branches. The applications of Game Theory can be investigated in two completely 

distinguished categories such as anticipation and the other is fair sharing and finding the shares of other players 

in the game. The first use of Game Theory is to determining the market price and suggested price for the 

generators (Filipe Azevedo, H.M. et al., 2008; Mepokee, J., et al., 2004; Connejo, M., et al., 2002) and the second 

is to allocate transmission cost (Rahmani, O. and A. Taherkhani, 2014; Kattuman, P. A., et al., 1999). The 

principle of Game Theory use can be found in reference 12 in which Shapley Value method is used to find 

power consumption. 

In this paper the method for losses calculation, which is the same as AC Load Flow has been explained, 
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then for the cooperation games Shapley Value method has been described finally and in simulation part, the 

results of proposed method, which is applied on IEEE 14 bus Standard Network, has been shown. Must be noted 

that loss allocation does not mean finding losses, but it is a economic mechanism after load flow (Belati, E.A., 

G.R.M. da Costa, 2008). 

 

Research method and tools: 

AC load distribution has been used for finding the cost and Newton-Raphson Method has been used for 

solving (Yadollahi, Z., Masoud, Monsef and Hasan, 2010). Load distribution or power distribution problem 

means presenting a solution to find voltages, power flow in lines, generators reactive power, line cost, etc; these 

computations would be performed in Steady state. To solve the load distribution problem following equation 

must be used: 

 

            (1) 

 

Solving the load distribution problem, the bus voltages could be founded. Then, using following relations 

the loss will be founded: 

 
 

To find losses in coalitions, first the flowing power of lines must be calculated for every player and 

according to any coalition; the answer provided for every line must be summed together. 

 

Using Cooperative Game Theory: 

Cooperative Game theory is a method in which each player’s share could be obtained from total factor 

(Kattuman, P. A., et al., 1999). Game theory in power system has been also applied to transmission costs 

allocation (Rahmani, O. and A. Taherkhani, 2014; Kattuman, P. A., et al., 1999). The Game theory has different 

branches and methods, however; Shapley Value method, a method for cooperative games, has been used in this 

study. In this method, first the players are introduced, since the market is a bilateral market, so; any equivalent 

bilateral exchanges ought to be considered as a player. In Pool based market because it is not clear which of 

generator, what does feeding the load, Therefore, the assumption used in the previous case cannot be used. Here 

we want divide each load to Generators The victorious in power market. For divide this load between 

generators, Production of each generator must first find from total production and then multiply in size of the 

load. After characterizing the players, variety of coalitions should be formed. After finding variety of coalitions, 

share of each player from total loss could be found using following relation (Rahmani, O. and A. Taherkhani, 

2014; Kattuman, P. A., et al., 1999). 

            (6) 

               (7) 

In which i= number of the players, S = coalition, |s| = number of the S coalition players, n = number of total 

players, V(s) = loss in S coalition and V(s-{i}) = loss in the S coalition without the i players. 

 

Case Study: 

14 bus systems were used to test the results of the case study. Test system and results are as follows. 

 

4.1. Case study for IEEE 14 bus network: 

A 14 bus system is illustrated in figure 1. 14 bus system which is meant to be used for surveying the 

capability of this method at putting in practice in larger systems. 
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Fig. 1: One line diagram of IEEE 14 bus system 

 

Specification Lines of the IEEE 14 Bus System: 

The specification lines of the IEEE 14 bus system is mentioned in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Information about 14 bus network 

 
Player’s Introduction: 

In bilateral exchange each contract as a player of the game will consider. Therefore by having two bilateral 

contracts we also have two players are as follows: 

bilateral contracts we also have two players are as follows: 

 
Table 2: bilateral contract table 

 
After identifying bilateral contract players, we examined the pool market. Due to existence of two loads in 

pool market will have two players: 

 
Table 3: pool type players table 

 
In next step with revealing players will be to form coalitions and found losses in any coalition. In next step, 

losses will be allocated to the players of the game using Shapley value. After finding share of each player this 

share should be divided between generators and loads of each player. This rate for bilateral contract has as 50 to 
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50. But for pool players According to the load supply factor was a must operate 

 
Table 4: bilateral contract table 

 
After identifying bilateral contract players, we examined the pool market. Due to existence of two loads in 

pool market will have two players: 

 
Table 5: pool type players table 

 
In next step with revealing players will be to form coalitions and found losses in any coalition. In next step, 

losses will be allocated to the players of the game using Shapley value. After finding share of each player this 

share should be divided between generators and loads of each player. This rate for bilateral contract has as 50 to 

50. But for pool players According to the load supply factor was a must operate 

 
Table 6: Loss in coalitions 

 
 
Table 7: Allocated loss to the players 

 
 
Table 8: Loss allocated to each player 
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Now losses must be add together which related to generators that exist in several player and found total 

losses allocated to them. 
 

Table 9: loss allocated to Gens and Loads 

 
 

Conclusion: 

According to the change in electricity market from traditional to deregulation, loss allocation is necessarily 

unavoidable. The importance comes from the matter that the nonlinear functional loss of the power, therefore a 

method should be used which considers both the players (generators and loads) and network’s features. 

Restructuring electrical energy markets, the share determination for each load and generator from total loss has 

been unavoidable. It should be performed honestly and all loads and generators should participate. The method 

has been used in this paper is based on cooperating Game Theory. This method has been applied on 14 bus 

IEEE system. The advantage of this approach rather than the previous ones is that, this method does not need the 

inverted matrix, which also includes the active and reactive losses. Both factors consider the network’s feature 

and support decreasing losses. 
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